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Lara Zarum—television

Cool as Vice: The dawn
of a new news era
Since its inception in 1994, Vice has expanded from a zinelike Montreal publication to a global media empire—the
company has offices in 18 countries and runs several websites, a record label, and a film department. For its latest
venture, Vice Media Inc. has joined forces with HBO on
a weekly 30-minute news series called Vice.
When it comes to Vice, it can be hard to distinguish news
from entertainment. Its charismatic CEO, Shane Smith, is
often characterized as a sort of hipster Peter Pan, a prankster who doesn’t want to grow up. Like parents signing off
on their kid’s field trip, Bill Maher is listed as an executive
producer and CNN’s Fareed Zakaria as a consultant.
As a company, Vice’s mission is to have a good time, which
can give its news coverage a disjointed feel, as if we’re having a little too much fun watching other people suffer. As
a TV show, Vice aims to “expose the absurdity of the modern condition,” according to its opening credits. Its slapdash
aesthetics—reporters appear on air in jeans and flannel
shirts, and the narration is conspicuously casual—openly
defy the formal, detached reporting style of mainstream
journalism. Compared to the stuffy, airbrushed atmosphere
of traditional news channels, Vice is scruffily appealing, the
underdog Starks to cable’s gleaming Lannisters.
Vice’s unkempt correspondents are the real stars of the
show, constantly pointing out the ways in which their
reporting puts them in danger: The “Escape from North
Korea” segment is ridiculously short for such a huge undertaking, but there’s enough time for the reporter to point out
that he’ll probably end up in jail if the group is caught—as
Rather than
if we’re worried about this guy and not the people leaving
_WHAT DO YOU SAY?
expand
their families behind in search of a better life.
on 2006’s
TV news has traditionally been a bastion of unbiased fascinating doc
reporting—it’s this legacy that Aaron Sorkin clumsily advo- The Vice Guide
cates for in (ironically, HBO’s) The Newsroom. You could to North Korea,
this segment
The journalist and filmmaker on paying tribute to a fallen friend, the allure of conflict zones,
argue that Vice’s bros-on-the-ground approach is as close
crunches it
to unbiased reporting as you can get; this happens because
and why he doesn’t give it all up to tend his own bar in New York. By Jason Anderson
down to a bitethey dispense with the illusion that unbiased journalism
sized nugget.
is even possible, a precedent set by Jon Stewart on The Daily
Show and Stephen Colbert on The Colbert Report. Both of
Dangers lurk in every corner of the world.
Risk gets addictive.
those comedians cultivate an irreverent attitude towards
As one of America’s most seasoned and well-travelled One of the most provocative ideas in the new film is just
news reporting that Vice has always embraced across its
journalists, Sebastian Junger is no stranger to perilous how exciting and attractive conflict zones can be for jourplatforms. In the process, the brand has reeled in a demoplaces. The 51-year-old has reported firsthand on con- nalists despite the obvious risks. Hetherington was very
graphic that is notoriously tricky to monetize: young peoflicts in Bosnia, Liberia, and Sierra Leone. His investiga- aware of the more personal motivations that send reportple who get their news online.
tion into a nautical disaster off the coast of New England ers like himself into the fray. Junger has felt it over the
The show is appealing in part because it is selling a fanyielded an international bestseller in The Perfect Storm. course of his career, too. “You can absolutely fall into a
tasy: Wouldn’t it be great, Vice seems to ask, if world peace
The year he spent with an American platoon in Afghani- trap of thinking that the more danger there is, the more
were as simple as hopping on a plane and grabbing a drink
stan’s Konergal Valley became the basis for his book War meaning there is in what you’re doing,” he says. “When
with a warlord? It’s not that simple, of course, but Vice does
and the documentary Restrepo, which was co-directed by you get a little older you realize that a quiet evening in
have one advantage over its competitors. As a recent New
photojournalist Tim Hetherington. His colleague’s death front of the fireplace with your wife can be unbelievably
Yorker profile pointed out, the company is a media anomin Libya in 2011 inspired Junger to make Which Way Is meaningful. But when you’re younger, it can feel like
aly in that it makes money rather than loses it. In 2011,
the Front Line From Here?, a new film that has its Cana- that’s not true and that when you’re back home, you’re
Vice was valued at US$200 million, and Forbes estimates it
dian premiere this week at Hot Docs. It also made Junger wasting your time. You’re arrogant in your boredom.
could eventually be worth a billion. It costs money to prodecide to give up combat reporting. Yet the idea that any You can get into a stupid mindset, but it’s false.”
duce segments shot in remote locations that they may not
of us can make ourselves safe from the world’s dangers
be able to access legally. It costs money to take risks.
was refuted last week in Boston, where Junger was get- Whatever you do, it’s good to have a place where
Vice Media Inc. has built its reputation on its willingness
ting ready to screen his film only to be “right down the everybody knows your name.
Time Warner
to court controversy. Vice offers no shortage of powerful
street” when the bombs went off. “I saw all the emergency In addition to sharing Hetherington’s story, Junger is
(which owns
images, but the show is in such a hurry to move on to the
vehicles go by and then people fleeing,” he says. Junger already at work on another new doc about soldiers who
HBO, CNN,
Warner Bros.
next segment that it fails to provide any real context. Talkwas understandably disturbed by the similarity between struggle to make the emotional journey back home. After
Animation,
ing heads range from professors to warlords, but it’s difthe explosions at the marathon and the one that killed learning that Hetherington might’ve survived his wounds
DC Comics,
ficult to know how much credibility to give their claims
Hetherington. “A couple people dead, multiple amputa- if any of the people around him had known how to stop
the CW, the
when their credentials are brushed over to fit in one more
tions from an explosion with shrapnel—it was the exact him from bleeding out, Junger also founded a non-profit
Cartoon
shot of a child holding an AK-47.
same thing,” he says. “I’m not superstitious and I’m not organization called Reporters Instructed in Saving ColNetwork, and
This is the enduring paradox of Vice: I saw things on the Hanna-Barbera, religious, but it still gives you a weird feeling.”
leagues, which gives emergency medical training to freeshow that I had never seen before, but I somehow felt
lance war journalists. Anyone that busy needs some kind
to name a
dumber after watching it. Offering Vice as an alternative to
Tragedy can become something more.
of refuge and in Junger’s case, that’s The Half King, a pub
few) is worth
people who don’t like to read the news is like giving a photo
Death has obviously been on Junger’s mind since Heth- and restaurant in New York that he co-owns with fellow
just under
$35 billion.
album to someone who is illiterate. If you don’t already conerington was killed, yet the new film is very much a journalist Scott Anderson and filmmaker Nanette Burstsume the news in some form, this isn’t going to help you
celebration of the integrity and intelligence with which ein. And while you’d think that he’d set himself up with
very much, although it will probably give you something to
the photojournalist lived his life. Combining photos and an alternate job option behind the bar if he needs a break,
talk about with your friends at the bar—and that’s really all
video footage shot by Hetherington during his many trav- that’s not the case. “We made the mistake of setting
Vice needs from its viewers. The HBO program functions
els as well as interviews with colleagues and loved ones, the place up well enough that it kind of runs itself!” he
less as a stand-alone show than a televised ad for the comJunger creates a moving tribute. As emotionally powerful says with a laugh. Besides, he’s happier to see his career
pany, which has always made more sense online than in any
as the experience of making the film has been for Junger, change in less drastic ways, like his shift into filmmakother medium. Vice gets excited about a topic, shows off a
he’s disinclined to see it as part of a grieving process. “It ing. As Junger says, “I’m definitely changing the focus of
quick, titillating glimpse, then leaves it behind—if that’s not
was more therapeutic to feel like some good was coming my journalism and it feels good.”
a commercial for the internet age, I don’t know what is.
out of this because it made me feel less helpless,” he says.
“I think it’s what people do with tragedy. It is a sort of
Way Is the Front Line From Here? The Life and Time of
i Vice airs Fridays at 11 p.m. on HBO.
i Which
Tim Hetherington plays Hot Docs on April 26, April 27, and May 4.
alchemy to turn someone’s death into something good.”
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